MULTIAC GYPSY JAZZ
MULTIAC CUSTOM SERIES

HARKENING BACK TO THE SWING/GYPSY JAZZ ERA, THIS VERSATILE GUITAR BRIDGES THE AESTHETICS OF YESTERDAY, WITH THE NEEDS OF TODAY'S PLAYERS. THE MODEL COMES LOADED WITH CUSTOM LR BAGGS ELECTRONICS AND A SEYMOUR DUNCAN LIPSTICK NECK PICKUP WITH TOP MOUNTED SEPARATE VOLUME AND TONE CONTROL. OTHER FEATURES INCLUDE A SOLID ARCHED SPRUCE TOP, ON A DUAL-CHAMBERED MAHOGANY BODY. LASTLY, AN LR BAGGS LYRIC MICROPHONE CAN BE BLENDED TO THE SOUND SOURCE AT ANY TIME. THE MULTIAC GYPSY JAZZ ENABLES PLAYERS TO FINALLY ACHIEVE AUTHENTIC GYPSY JAZZ TONES AT ANY VOLUME.

SPECs
MAHOGANY NECK
SOLID ARCHED SPRUCE TOP
TWO-CHAMBERED MAHOGANY BODY
RICHLITE FINGERBOARD
16" FINGERBOARD RADIUS
1.715" NUT WIDTH
25" SCALE LENGTH
CUSTOM VOICED LR BAGGS ELECTRONICS
1 X SEYMOUR DUNCAN LIPSTICK PICKUP
ELEMENT UNDERSADDLE TRANSUDER
ADJUSTABLE TAPE SATURATION SIMULATION
INCLUDES DELUXE TRIC CASE

HANDCRAFTED IN CANADA
WWW.GODINGUITARS.COM